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1. Introduction

In his extraordinarily intense and fertile research activity, reflected by an impressive number of publications, Douglas Walton has not only studied in depth numerous theoretical crucial concepts in argumentation theory but has also focused on several contexts in which argumentation occurs, considering different fields, like law (e.g. Walton 2002a, 2005c, 2008), health care (e.g. Walton 1985, 2009b), media (e.g. Walton 2007b), public discourse (e.g. Walton 2000, 2001, 2005b).

In its research and education activities our group in Lugano (ILS) has devoted, in the last years, significant efforts to financial communication (cf. Rigotti & Greco 2007; Rocci & Palmieri 2007; Rigotti & Palmieri 2008; Palmieri 2007, 2008, 2009; Rocci 2009) a field whose relevance has strongly increased today, in connection with the crisis that is affecting the whole globe. Now, Douglas Walton has also considered economic-financial argumentation by focusing in particular on what he calls “the argument from waste” or “sunk costs fallacy” (Walton 2002b), but, in our view, his major contribution to the study of economic/financial argumentation is related to his wide and deep investigation concerning practical reasoning (e.g. Walton 1990, 2005b, 2007a, 2009a), a typically decision-oriented argumentative activity.

Indeed, argumentation in financial interaction proves its relevance most of all in relation to the decision-making processes from which financial activities arise, like investing in a certain company; assigning a rating to a firm; the advisory dialogue with clients in the banking context; shareholders voting in favor or against a certain proposal made by corporate managers – like a merger, a capital increase, a new board of director –, etc..

Finance can be defined as the art of creating resources – rather than simply dividing them – by matching the capital with an original idea able to increase it (cf. Lazonick 1991; Snehota 2004; Rigotti &

---

1 The Institute of Linguistics and Semiotics of the University of Lugano focuses, both in its research and educational activities, on the relationship between argumentation and the context in which it occurs. As one of the considered context is finance, in 2004, this Institute has set up in collaboration with the Institute of Finance (Faculty of Economics) a Master Program in Financial Communication, whose main objective is to provide students with the competencies in financial economics and banking integrated with juridical and communicative-argumentative skills strongly required by the professional context.

Two funded research projects on financial argumentation are currently ongoing at the ILS. In particular, Eddo Rigotti carried out the present development of the AMT (Argumentum Model of Topics) for the analysis of financial argumentation as part of his contribution to the research project entitled "Modality in argumentation. A semantic-argumentative study of predictions in Italian economic-financial newspapers." The project is supported by the Swiss National Science Foundation (Grant: 100012-120740/1) and directed by Andrea Rocci.
In this view, the main actors of the financial interaction are *entrepreneurs* – people with ideas but no capital for realizing them (cf. Kirzner 1973) – and investors/savers – people with excess of capital but without projects for increasing or keeping its value over time.

The relevance of argumentation for financial and economical decisions is proven by the fact that a key value like trust, that is typically exchanged in argumentative interaction, also constitutes the substance of financial reality. Not coincidentally, *trustworthiness* is a fundamental value at stake in financial decisions, especially when the interaction involves as decision-makers laypeople, being not expert of financial concepts and mechanisms, and, for this reason, having to *entrust* the decisions about their wealth to expert financial managers, both institutional intermediaries and private advisors. For all these experts, argumentation represents an instrument for building, maintaining and also restoring their trustworthiness in front of the market participants (investors, clients, regulators, etc…) and the society in general, including political authority as well as citizens and households, who, by the way, are also savers and investors. The current crisis, not by chance often described as a crisis of trust, is showing very clearly how crucial reputation, reliability and trustworthiness are for entrepreneurs, and companies in general, in order to convince investors to finance their business activities and for intermediaries to show the reliability of their financial strategies.

However, trust does not represent the only concern of financial argumentation\(^2\): beyond the construction of trust or the assessment of trustworthiness, financial decision-making involves numerous other argumentative strategies, like the feasibility of a project in terms of internal constitutive rationality, or in terms of compatibility with conditions established by the context, and even compatibility with juridical norms and moral values; the expediency of a proposal in terms of respondency to the interests and goals of the stakeholders; the comparison with alternative economic activities.

In the present paper we face financial argumentation by focusing on a significant example, a complex argumentation recently advanced by an outstanding German entrepreneur in a particular circumstance that, in several aspects, is typically bound to the current financial and economical crisis. It is, in fact, an intervention related to the automobile industry, one of the sectors mostly harmed by the current crisis, which discusses a measure – integration through merger of previously independent companies – that is frequently adopted in order to improve conditions of troubled companies, which, by remaining alone, would not consolidate their competitiveness or even compromise their existence. Now, because of the competitive nature of markets, a measure that might represent an opportunity for one, is expected to represent a threat for the other. In this connection, counter-measures may be considered or neglected by competing companies in order to defend their position within the market.

In what follows we work out the reconstruction and evaluation of this argumentation. Two argument schemes (or *loci*) emerging from this reconstruction – from analogy and from whole and parts – are considered in particular. The evaluation of these argument schemes is fulfilled by verifying the respect of applicability conditions. Indeed, this kind of assessment represents a useful instrument for determining the quality of the reasoning processes grounding financial decisions, and thereby for determining the quality of the taken decisions too.

Our analysis makes use of the *Argumentum Model of Topics* (AMT), set up in our Institute of Linguistics and Semiotics, University of Lugano, in particular by Eddo Rigotti and Sara Greco-Morasso (see Rigotti 2006, 2009a, 2009b; Rigotti & Greco-Morasso 2006, forthcoming). After accomplishing a dialectical reconstruction (van Eemeren, Grootendorst, Jacobs, Jackson 1993) of the argumentation, we propose, following AMT, an integrated representation of the argument structure, that makes explicit both the material and procedural components of the arguments.

---

\(^2\) The authors shall deal more specifically with the topic of trust in another paper that has been recently presented at the Amsterdam-Lugano Colloquium on Argumentation theory. The final version of the paper is in preparation.
2. The story

On the 12th of May 2009, during the presentation of the new VW Polo in Olbia (Italy), Ferdinand Piëch\(^3\), Chairman of the VW's Supervisory Board, was asked for his opinion in relation to the possible combination of its competitor Opel with Fiat and Chrysler and its possible implications for VW. Piëch's reply was reported by different sources. Here we report a passage taken from the Manager Magazin Online\(^4\):


Translation: Piëch replied relaxed to a possible alliance between Fiat, Opel and Chrysler. Already [in the combination of] Volkswagen and Audi about 15 years were necessary in order to forge the two companies into an integrated group, Piëch said. Therefore, he is not worried about the impending alliance: “Two sick people in a double bed, or even three ones, don’t make one healthy person. I am sure, that those who are now thinking to merge, have not 15 years at their disposal”. The different corporate cultures may represent an obstacle to a successful alliance, Piëch warned.

A passage of this text presented a particular communicative strength and was not surprisingly reported by numerous press agencies in numerous languages. We start, in our analysis from it, as reported below:

“Two sick people in a double bed, or even three ones, don’t make one healthy person”

The reasoning developed by Piëch typically belongs to action-related argumentation, or practical reasoning (Walton 1990, 2005b, 2007a, 2009a; Rigotti 2009b). The standpoint can be formulated as “The announced project of combining Fiat-Opel-Chrysler is doomed to failure”, or “The envisaged group will not become competitive”.

Another covert argument deriving from this standpoint is that, as it cannot be realized, this project is irrelevant. The following inferential procedure is activated:

A. If the project of an action cannot bring to the purposed outcome, it is irrelevant (major premise or maxim)
B. The project of combining Fiat-Opel-Chrysler cannot bring to the purposed outcome (minor premise)
C. The project of combining Fiat-Opel-Chrysler is irrelevant (conclusion)

The passage reported above is intended to justify the impossibility for the project to be realized, by stating that “two sick people in a double bed, or even three ones, don’t make one healthy person”. Piëch shows to adopt an argument from analogy even though the inferential procedure looks rather obscure and is clearly questionable. An argument from analogy is in general based on the following maxim (cf. Rigotti & Greco Morasso forthcoming):

\(^3\) Ferdinand Karl Piëch is Chairman and former CEO of Volkswagen and is one of the largest shareholders of Porsche. He is the grandson of Ferdinand Porsche – founder of the homonymous automobile company and designer of the popular VW Beetle – and winner of the award of Car Executive of the Century in 1999. In 2009 he succeeded in combining VW and Porsche through merger, after defeating the opposition by Porsche top managers, concluding in this way a long controversy that has strongly involved the German public opinion.

\(^4\) “Piëch brüskiert Wiedeking”, URL: www.manager-magazin.de/unternehmen/artikel/0,2828,624192,00.html. Last visit: August 4, 2009.
“Two entities - X and Y - being comparable, if Z holds for X, it holds for Y too.

In order to evaluate this maxim by means of critical questions (cf. Walton 2005a, Christopher-Guerra 2008), the first question that should be made concerns the real comparability of the two compared realities, namely physical sickness and corporate financial troubles. Indeed, very often, financial/economic crisis as well as political and social crisis, are read in terms of illness, of disease, where the patients correspond to the concerned contexts in trouble – ranging from the market, to the country, from the industrial sector to single firms – and the failure of these organizations is frequently identified with their death\(^5\). It is worthwhile here to quote an article dealing with well-known financial failures written by one of the leading scholars in financial economics:

“In finance, as in pathology, we can learn more from failure than from success. This lecture examines three famous financial failures, Metallgesellschaft's oil futures business, LTCM and related hedge fund failures, and the current travails of ENRON, and performs a post mortem on each to see what can be learned. Not surprisingly, the cause of death was similar in each case, or, to put it more familiarly, history always repeats itself”. (Ross 2002: 9-27).

It is indeed a case of partial and not total comparability (which could occur only in cases of proper isomorphism); in such cases, there are some aspects for which the analogical principle does work and some other aspects for which it does not work. For example, if I say that the European Union is like a family, then I can reasonably conclude that, as in family brothers are expected to help each other, in the European Union too Member States are expected to help each other. But, from the fact that in family, along the time, the parents get old and die, I could not come to the conclusion that the European Union too is expected to get old and die…

But, Piëch’s reasoning suffers from another, more trivial, logical vice: in exploiting the physical illness/financial trouble comparison, he moves from a wholly improbable scenario presupposing that, if two or three healthy people are in the same bed, they would make a healthy individual. We know that two healthy persons (not three!), provided that they are not of the same gender, could realize a third person to whom we would all wish the best health… But, of course, this was not the scenery envisaged by Piëch. In other words, the state of affairs of the pathological context from which Piëch wants to infer conclusions regarding the actual financial context is in itself not capable of making sense! Thus, nothing could ever be concluded moving from it.

3. Activating the principle of charity for a maximally argumentative reconstruction

In order to be extremely charitable in our reconstruction, we might re-interpret the reasoning of Piëch as a metaphorical presentation of an argument from the parts to the whole directly concerning the financial context.

Thus, we can translate this reasoning as follows:

\[
\text{Two sick people in a double bed, or even three ones, don’t make one healthy person} = \text{Combining two or three troubled companies cannot produce an integrated well-performing} \]

\(^5\) Rare manifestations of disagreement about the large use the quasi-medical reading of social crises in terms of illness appear also in commentaries made by illustrious columnists of the financial press. For example, consider the opinion presented by Paul Ingrassia – specialist in the car industry and winner, in 1993, of the Pulitzer Prize for Beat Reporting – about the trouble of General Motors (written on the Wall Street Journal on the 21th of November 2008), in which the identification of GM’s possible bankruptcy with its death was strongly criticized (as bankruptcy would have given the opportunity to restructure the company in a substantial way). In this case it is clear that human death would not be totally analogous to corporate failure. (see “The Auto Makers Are Already Bankrupt”, WSJ, Nov. 21, 2008)
Let us represent the essential ingredients of this argument with the Y-structured figure (see the following page) proposed by Rigotti within a recent re-elaboration of the ancient doctrine of Topics (see Rigotti & Greco 2006, 2009 (forthcoming); and in Rigotti 2006, 2009a&b).

The reasoning procedure underlying the argumentation is developed on the right line, which starts from a maxim, i.e. an inferential connection generated by an ontological relation (locus), that activates a logical scheme leading, through a minor premise, to the final conclusion, the latter corresponding to the standpoint, or claim.

On the left line, we find the argument’s material starting points, i.e. premises that must be shared by the co-arguers in order to ascertain the minor premise of the procedural line, and justify the final conclusion. Of course, only if the maxim is valid and the minor premise is actually the case, the conclusion can be correctly drawn.

The minor premise is the result of a syllogistic procedure whose major and minor premises correspond to two specific types of material premises: the major premise corresponds to an endoxon, i.e. a principle based on an opinion generally accepted within a certain context or community (the financial system, a university, a country, etc…); the minor premise (not to be confuse with the minor premise of the procedural component on the right side) is a datum, i.e. a factual assertion presented as specifically related to the particular situation of discussion.

A complete presentation of this model with a detailed outline of all its elements is published in Rigotti & Greco (2009 forthcoming).

---

Argument analysis 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Endoxon</th>
<th>Fiat, Chrysler, Opel and many other automakers are in trouble</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Datum</td>
<td>The envisaged group will consist of Fiat, Chrysler and Opel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maxim</td>
<td>If the parts share a certain property, the whole owns this property too</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minor Premise</td>
<td>The parts of the envisaged group are all in trouble</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Conclusion</td>
<td>The envisaged group will be in trouble (will fail very soon)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Final conclusion</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

A complete presentation of this model with a detailed outline of all its elements is published in Rigotti & Greco (2009 forthcoming).
Piëch’s argument deals with the ontological relation of whole and parts: it summons the relation between a reality in its whole and its constituents. This ontological relation is called locus from the parts to the whole (locus a partibus ad totum). The maxim exploited by Piëch sounds as “if the parts share a certain property, the whole owns this property too”. In order to prove that the parts of the group Fiat-Chrysler-Opel are in trouble, we need to share the endoxon that, as many other automakers, Fiat, Chrysler and Opel are in trouble and to acknowledge the fact – the datum – that the envisaged group will consist of Fiat, Chrysler and Opel.

The Y-structured figure (so named because its form recalls that of the letter “y”) can be used not only for the reconstruction of the argument but also for its analysis and evaluation. Each box may be subject to critical questions (cf. Walton 2005a, Christopher-Guerra 2008) and, more in general, to a critical assessment of its whole soundness, inclusive of logical validity as well as relatedness to context and common ground information.

We should evaluate the validity of the maxim at work by considering under what conditions the property of the parts can be transferred to the whole and vice versa. In his respect, van Eemeren and Grootendorst (1999) showed that the possibility of transferring properties is limited to structure-independent and non-relative properties, as the following table summarizes:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Transferable (+) and nontransferable (-) properties</th>
<th>structure-independent properties (2a)</th>
<th>structure-dependent properties (2b)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Absolute properties (1a)</td>
<td>red, white, blue, glass, iron, wooden (+)</td>
<td>round, rectangular, edible, poisonous (-)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relative properties (1b)</td>
<td>heavy, small, light, big, fat, slim (-)</td>
<td>good, expansive, strong, poor (-)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(source: van Eemeren and Grootendorst 1999)

It is clear that relative properties cannot be transferred from the parts to the whole. For example, the fact that the parts of a hay bale (the blades of hay) are extremely light does not entail that the hay bale is light. In this case, the maxim stated above could not be applied and whoever invokes it, by saying that since the parts (the blades of hay) are light, the whole (the hay bale) is light too, would commit the so-called fallacy of composition. Analogously, the opposite reasoning is also invalid (fallacy of division). The evidence that a big dictionary is heavy does not entail that each single page of it is heavy too.

Therefore, our maxim holds only for absolute properties, though not all of them allow a correct use of this logical connection. But the property dealt with must also be structure-independent in order to ensure to our maxim its logical validity.

Let us consider this figure:

![figure](image)

The figure as a whole is doubtlessly a rectangle but it composed of four right triangles. It is clear that the properties of the parts (being triangle) are not transferred to the whole, which is a rectangle.

---

7 Peter of Spain (Summulae Logicales, 5.7;5.14-5.23; in particular 5.14-5.18) distinguishes between totum universale and totum integrale; the totum concerned in this case is conceived as the result of an operation of integration in which the components pre-exist to the totum integrale and not necessarily maintain their original functional position. Consider, for example, the components of a car and, in general, of a machine, or the member states towards EU.
In conclusion, only absolute/structure-independent properties can be transferred from the parts to the whole, making in this way our maxim valid. Examples of this type of properties are colors (“if the parts are red, the whole is red”), materials (if the legs and the board are wooden, the table is wooden), but also financial safety (“if the financial instruments of a financial product are safe, the product is safe”).

Now, what is the property invoked by Piëch when he states the irrelevance of the combination of Fiat, Opel and Chrysler? According to VW’s CEO, the financial sickness, the trouble, characterizing the three automakers will negatively determine the group resulting from the combination, which, still in Piëch’s view, is condemned to suffer. Thus, the property that would be transferred from the three automakers (the parts) to the combined group (the whole) is being in trouble, or, following Piëch’s medical metaphor, financial disease (unhealthiness).

At a first sight, it seems clear that if the members of a group are all in trouble, the whole will necessarily suffer. How can one person help another one to solve a problem if she suffers from exactly the same problem? In more concrete terms, if John and Jim can lift maximum 50kg each and this object weights 60kg, John cannot lift the object on behalf of Jim. However, John can certainly help Jim in lifting the object if the two combine their strengths and lift together the object. In this case, the physical weakness of the single men (the parts) is not transferred to the couple (the whole).

More interestingly, suppose that John can lift even 200 kg and he wants to move a table weighting 60 kg from his bedroom to the living room. Suppose also that the path from the bedroom to the living room is very twisted and requires manual abilities that John does not hold (“power is nothing without control”) but Jane does. Jane, in her turn, cannot lift more than 40kg. It is immediately evident that John and Jane can strategically combine their respective skills (power and manual ability) in a synergic way.

Also, two blind individuals could hardly help each other in moving from one place to another but, a blind person and a deaf one might manage to do numerous things together, like Richard Pryor and Gene Wilder did in the funny movie “See no evil, hear no evil”8.

This situation is analogous to the world of corporate mergers. Mergers, in fact, are intended to create synergies and more in general to exploit the particular strengths of the companies involved so that the resulting new company is more valuable and profitable than the sum of the companies’ standalone value \(2+2=5\). In this case only the combination of single components can produce an efficient whole. But, of course, every business combination turns the risk of destroying value rather than creating it \(2+2=3\).

Therefore, it should be established whether the Fiat-Opel/Chrysler combination is potentially able to create synergy or not. The Fiat-Chrysler alliance seems to own such potential as Chrysler, which without the strategic alliance with Fiat would have gone bankruptcy\(^9\), might benefit from the Fiat’s technology, while Fiat, beside getting part of the US bailout injection, should expand its business overseas, in the USA.

However we don’t have information for establishing where the expected synergies from the alliance with Opel would come from. And this is exactly the point that Piëch seems to insist on when he says that:

\[\text{“die unterschiedlichen Unternehmenskulturen könnten ein Hindernis für eine erfolgreiche Allianz sein”.} \]
\[\text{[“the different corporate cultures may represent an obstacle to a successful alliance”]}\]

\(^8\) Another similar example comes from a very popular movie, Ben-Hur. When Judah Ben-Hur makes his return from the galleys, he finds Simonides, his old loyal steward, that was imprisoned and beaten so much that he lost the use of his legs. Simonides lives with Malluch, a dumb man met in jail. Seeing Ben-Hur worried for his conditions, Simonides ensures him:

\[\text{I am twice the man I was […] I and Malluch were released the same day. Since then I have been his tongue and he has been my legs. Together we make a considerable man!}\]

\(^9\) At beginning of 2009 Chrysler was near bankruptcy and desperately needed a government bailout in order to survive. The US state decided to grant the financing at the condition that Chrysler would have accepted the deal with Fiat. The deal foresaw a common strategic plan and the immediate purchase by Fiat of a 35% stake in Chrysler, which in the future could increase toward a controlling ownership.
The statement by Piëch refers indeed to a typical and recurrent issue in all mergers, especially when decisions concern cross-border mergers. More in particular, past experience shows a peculiar relevance of this issue in the German context. The argument relying on differences in the corporate culture, though not having absolute validity, is by the way relevant. The ontology of cooperation, with the conditions for the construction of cooperation, is touched (see figure below): the effectiveness of the combination of different systems of knowledge and technology regarding a reasonable management of the causal chain and, more importantly, the compatibility (entailing non competitiveness) of visions and missions.

In his argumentation supporting the standpoint of irrelevance of this alliance bound to the impossibility of success, Piëch eventually develops another complex argument: VW’s experience of merger with Audi (locus from analogy) shows that a long time (15 years) is taken in order to realize a successful merger. Now, according to Piëch, the involved companies have not this time at their disposal because their diseases and their cultures’ incompatibility will kill them out sooner (locus from time). In other words, their unhealthiness and their intrinsic differences are an insuperable obstacle to endurance, which is necessary for realizing a successful integration.

4. Integrating the argument scheme into the argument structure

We see that numerous arguments are advanced by Piëch. It is thus expedient at this point to make a dialectical reconstruction in order to clarify the function of each of the advanced arguments and how these arguments are organized for supporting the arguer’s standpoint. According to van Eemeren, Grootendorst, Jacobs, Jackson (1993), in order to reconstruct a text as an argumentative discussion, the analyst has to identify:

- the issue under discussion,

---

10 It is worthy to recall, in this relation, the controversy that accompanied the Vodafone-Mannesmann's takeover [1999-2000], bound to the typically German principle of co-determination (Mitbestimmung) (cf. Nowak 2001; Höpner & Jackson 2001/2006).
- the parties involved in the critical discussion – in terms of protagonist and antagonist – and their standpoint in relation to the issue,
- the arguments advanced in support of the standpoint
- the structure in which the arguments are organized

In the case discussed by this paper, the issue concerns the potential threat that the possible Fiat-Chrysler-Opel alliance would represent for VW (and Piëch).

Piëch is clearly the protagonist of the standpoint that a Fiat-Chrysler-Opel alliance would not be a threat for VW, which is equivalent to say that Fiat-Chrysler-Opel will not become competitive.

We could consider the journalists, and the public opinion more in general, as antagonists who implicitly cast doubts about this view. By accepting to reply the question, Piëch is acknowledging the existence of the issue and assumes the burden of proving his specific position.

Following the method suggested by Pragma-Dialectics (cf. van Eemeren, Grootendorst, Snoeck Henkemans 2002), the following figure represents the argument structure showing which arguments support the standpoint and how these arguments are organized and combined in order to accomplish this task. The brackets are used to represent unexpressed premises, reasonably reconstructed in order to give the argumentation full sense. The symbol “&” indicates conjunction between propositions (interdependent), the arrow indicates subordination, otherwise we have coordination (apparent independence).

As previously mentioned, the main reason given in support of this claim is that the envisaged group will not endure enough time to become competitive. Thus, a locus from time grounds the standpoint at the first layer. This argument, however, presupposes that:

1. a period of 15 years is required for creating a competitive group from a merger
2. by failing sooner, Fiat-Chrysler-Opel have not this time at their disposal

The acceptability of the two statements is not taken for granted by Piëch who advances further reasons in order to prove both of them. Thus, as the figure shows, a second layer of argumentation must be introduced.
Fiat-Chrysler-Opel will not last for 15 years (it will fail before)

In order to become a competitive company, Fiat-Chrysler-Opel needs 15 years

The VW-Audi combination took 15 years in order to become competitive

(Fiat-Chrysler-Opel is comparable to VW-Audi)

(Corporate cultures’ incompatibility leads to the failure of the merged group)

The Fiat-Chrysler-Opel corporate cultures are incompatible

(They are all in trouble)

3 sick persons in a double bed…

Standpoint: Fiat-Chrysler/Opel will not become competitive
The argument belonging to the locus from time, directly subordinated to the standpoint, is reconstructed here through the Y-structured figure proposed in the AMT:

As said, VW’s Chairman did not limit himself to this move but committed himself to ground both the endoxon and the datum. Therefore, we should not speak neither of endoxon – which, being by definition already shared, at least in the arguer’s views, needs not to be proved – nor of datum – which is by definition a piece of evidence. They instead represent an argumentatively justified opinion (AJO) and an argumentatively established datum (AED) respectively.

The major premise, stating that 15 years are necessary in order to create a competitive combined company, is justified through an analogy with the VW-Audi combination, whose Y-reconstruction is reported below (argument analysis 3). As previously said, one of the most crucial critical questions assessing the locus from analogy concerns the actual comparability of the two compared realities; in this case the comparability between the Fiat-Chrysler/Opel combination and the Audi/VW combination is taken for granted, as it is assumed as an endoxon, but it should be scrutinized.

The minor premise is certainly the most critical point. Piëch, in fact, proposes a multiple argumentation intending to show that the combined group will fail. We speak of multiple argumentation (van Eemeren, Grootendorst, Snoeck Henkemans 2002, Snoeck Henkemans 2000) when more than one argument is put forth in support of the standpoint and these arguments are independent from each other, meaning that each of them could individually support the standpoint. This does not mean that the individual argument is sound but only that it works regardless of the others, i.e. there is no strategic combination but only an addition of reasons. We speak of coordinative
argumentation when the conjunction of two or more arguments supports the standpoint (For instance if I say that investors must prefer stock A to stock B because A has a higher expected return and because A is less risky than B. In fact, looking at the higher expected return is not a sufficient criterion for a rational investment decision as the level of uncertainty (risk) bound to this return must be considered as well).

In our case, the two arguments concern the bad state of the three companies that would be transferred to the whole combined group (argument analysis 1, see above) and the incompatibility of the respective corporate cultures (argument analysis 4, see below). Both invoke the locus from the parts to the whole, though activating two different maxims generated by it.

The argument based on the difference of corporate cultures is not at all trivial, even though it presupposes an endoxon - a sort of absolute incompatibility between Italian, American and German corporate cultures – that could be hardly taken for granted.
The four y-structured arguments can be intersected, producing the following complex figure that summarizes the whole argumentative organization of Piëch’s speech. This figure recovers the argument structure, maintaining the explicit formulation of the single arguments:
If essential properties of the components are incompatible, the whole cannot be realized.
5. Conclusive remarks

This paper has illustrated the reconstruction and evaluation of a complex argumentation developed within a specific social context. Besides the method of analysis proposed, we intended to raise a set of interesting questions that should prompt further investigation.

The last reviewing figure represents a first attempt to integrate the reconstruction of the argument structure with the reconstruction of the argument scheme proposed by AMT. This relation should be specified more in detail; in particular we shall verify the hypothesis that the argument structure only indicates the conjunction between two material starting points, which the AMT identifies as endoxon and datum, whereas the underlying maxim is in general left implicit, though representing an essential component of the inferential structure of argument.

It should be verified whether the loci emerged from the analysis of this specific case study – or at least some of them – are characteristic of other similar argumentations belonging to the economic/financial context. The locus from analogy, for example, seems to be frequent in financial communication (but also the appeal to expert opinion, especially in the banking context). The typical decision-making concerning a certain investment is often based, among several factors, on the performance of similar investment strategies, or on the past performance of the same investment strategy. To what extent information on the past can help predicting the future is object of strong debates in financial theory, dividing in particular those who support the efficient market hypothesis from those who question this view and propose a behavioural approach to financial decision-making. In any case, the analysis of this kind of argument also in its verbal manifestation (and not only in its mathematical modelling) can contribute in understanding how financial reasoning typically works and, when fallacies emerge from the study of financial failures, may explain more precisely the causes of such unsuccessful – and often damaging – business activities.

The realm of finance is often wrongly reduced to numbers and figures, overlooking the fact that economics is a social science dealing with a typically human activity, and that financial decisions are taken by people who do not process formal data like machines, but reason through concepts belonging to ordinary language. Dramatic events, like the current crisis, always remind us this aspect and – why not – suggest that the understanding of finance and the realization of financial activities may improve through the integration of argumentation both at the theoretical and practical levels. Of course, the path toward this objective is still very long. Now, it is better to take a pause for greeting Douglas Walton and wishing him all the best for his future!

---

11 The Efficient Market Hypothesis (see Fama 1967/1970) argues that securities’ market price fully reflect all available information. If this hypothesis is true, using information on past events for making profit would be useless because, in an efficient market, the price of the concerned asset would have already included this information. The EMH is based on some strong assumptions, stating in particular that investors are fully rational and that information at their disposal is complete, perfect and symmetric. Since 1970s, the EMH started to be questioned by the behavioural finance approach, which propose models for financial decision-making in which the EMH’s extreme assumptions are relaxed (cf. Shleifer 2000). The controversy within the financial literature is still open and today there is not yet definitive agreement about market (in)efficiency.

12 Some initial indications in this direction have emerged from the study of real cases like the bankruptcy of Enron (Palmieri, C. 2007); the sale of illegal financial products by an Italian bank (Palmieri, R. 2006); and the well-known failure of LTCM (see Rigotti & Palmieri, Financial argumentation 2009. Argumentum elearning module. www.argumentum.ch).
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